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A STILL ON TOP
The Loggers are still undefeated
in the NWC after weekend sweep
— page 10

CIVIL RIGHTS AND TERROR
Concerns over civil rights mount
as Congress begins to pass laws
combating terrorism —pages 6-7

A POPULAR RESTAURANT

DRINK, ANYONE?

The East & West Cafe reopens
after renovation
— page 8

Writers lock horns over lowering
the drinking age — page 4
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Community serves
dinner with feet

Study Break

> BY JOSEPHINE ECKERT

D

David Hough photo

Members from the student band 'Freshmint' perform in Diversions Café Wednesday, Oct. 17.
FRESH MINT?
Their performance was the first in an effort by Diversions to host musicians, poets and other live entertainment.
—

espite the gloomy and rainy weather on Sunday, Oct.
14, 1,300 members of the Tacoma and Pierce County
community came out to "serve dinner with their feet"
by walking or running in the Pierce County Hunger Walk 2001.
For the adUlts, children, families, local high school students
and some UPS students that participated, the festivities began
early in the afternoon at the University of Puget Sound Baker
Stadium. There was musical entertainment by The Disclaimers, a bounce house and face painting for the children before
the walk.
The walkers could choose to walk or run a 10K or a 5K
route through Tacoma's North End and Proctor District, or they
could just walk the track at Baker Stadium. The fun continued
at the finish line with food and more live music. Also set up
around the track were a few small stands with information on
other charity organizations, including Mother Earth Farms and
Church World Services.
Many of the people who participated in the walk walked in
groups or in teams, which included a number of churches,
like Spanaway Lutheran and the Church of the Visitation.
"It's a fun and worthwhile thing to do," Kate Amundson, a
walker for the Church of Visitation, said. "It's important because this year we just need to come together as a community
more." Amundson and her church came with the youth group
and local school to support those in need.
The annual walk/run event is held to raise money to help
feed hungry children and families in Pierce County and around
the world. So far $177,000 has been collected, but there is
more money 'that is still in the process of being counted and
more is expected to continue to come in throughout the next
few months.
The money was raised by having each walker ask for
pledges from family members and other members of the cornmunity and through many others sending in donations.
Fifty percent of all funds collected will go to local emergency food sites through the Emergency Food Network, which
Please see WALK, page 2

Students march to reclaim nights from violence
> BY JOEL NEWMAN

T

he Sexuality Issues, Relationships, and
Gender Education club (S.I.R.G.E.) or
ganized its annual Take Back the Night
event Oct. 11. A group of nearly 30 people
gathered to share their experiences and to reclaim the streets from criminals in a symbolic
/ march around campus.
Take Back the Night began in Belgium in
1976, when women attending the International
Tribunal on Crimes Against Women marched
through the city holding candles to protest violence toward women around the world. This
year at UPS it was organized by Alicia
Armentrout, the S.I.R.G.E. coordinator.
"I was a little nervous because I've never
done this before," Armentrout said. In previous years, she has not attended the event, so
she based her schedule on those of other
schools.
The march began on the steps of Jones Hall
at 8:45 p.m. The group made their way across
campus and around the nearby streets, chanting "We have the power, we have the right.
The streets are ours, take back the night!" as
they walked. Armentrout led the march and
the chants, walking backward and carrying a
111 loudspeaker.

University awarded
prestigious grant

T

I

.
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RECLAIMING THE STREETS — Students march through the campus on Oct. 11 during
the annual 'Take Back the Night' walk that tries to help reduce crime and violence.

After the march, the group gathered on the
steps of Jones again. Angi Rivera-Elfrank, a
speaker from the local Sexual Assault Prevention Center, spoke for several minutes about
the victims of sexual assault she has dealt with
and their stories.

The group then sat down to share personal
experiences of violence. Many people told stories of their own experiences; others told about
friends or family. Many lit candles for the pain
they had endured. The event ended at 10 p.m.
with hugs and tears.

n the weeks following the Sept. 11

terrorist attacks, there has been a
growing recognition in the United
States of the need to better understand
Islam and the diversity of Islamic cultures, including those in Asia. With initial funding from the Henry Luce Foundation, the University of Puget Sound
will add a new faculty member whose
focus will be Islamic societies.
This is the second prestigious Luce
grant in Asian Studies to be awarded to
Puget Sound. Puget Sound's first Luce
faculty award in Asian Studies provided
for a new position in the political
economy of Southeast Asia. The Luce
Fund for Asian Studies, through which
the current grant was awarded, helps to
strengthen the study of East and Southeast Asia at selective American liberal
arts colleges.
The award, made in July, will provide funds for the first four years of a
permanent tenure-line position and will
Please see GRANT, page 2
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WALK: Thousands raised for charities
—Continued from page 1
is Pierce County's non-profit distribution center for food banks
and hot meal sites. The money will provide food to the 85,000
children and adults who visit the 70 food banks and hot meal
sites in Pierce County.
The remaining 50 percent will be designated to a number
of international relief agencies. Each walker was able to
choose, on their pledge form, which international agency they
wanted the money to go to.
"I'm walking because I feel like it is for a good cause and I
wanted to walk with my friends," junior Annie Barton said.

campus crimes

Barton was one of a handful of UPS students who attended the
event.
The 21st annual walk was organized by the Associated Ministries and was supported by numerous corporate sponsors including the University of Puget Sound.
It is always held on the first or second week of October,
around the harvest, to remind people of the need for food in
Pierce County and around the world. The organization is still
in the clean-up phase of the 2001 Hunger Walk, but they have
started planning foia bigger and better 2002 walk.
"I feel strongly about the need to help others. I love it because it is a great and fun way to bring everyone together to
fight hunger," Walk Director Maureen Fife said.

The following incidents were reported to Security
between October 9, 2001 and October 15, 2001:

Oct. 10, 9:40 a.m.
A University staff reported the theft of computer
monitor from a lab in Thompson Hall.

Oct. 10., 1:12 p.m.
A student reported the theft of his 1988 Toyota
Camry. The vehicle was taken from a University
house on North Washington Street and recovered
the next day, undamaged, several blocks away.
.

GRANT: Asian Studies
program shows strength

Oct. 11, 10:25 a.m.
University officials and Tacoma Police investigated a
bomb threat directed at the "academic buildings." A
faculty member received the threat via e-mail.
Making such threats is a felony, and anyone with
information is encouraged to contact Security
Services.

—Continued from page 1
also include an annual program fund for activities aimed at
enhancing Asian studies at Puget Sound.
A search to fill the new position will be conducted this year.
The new faculty member will begin teaching at Puget Sound
in fall 2002.
"The Luce Foundation's support is a sign of the strength of
our Asian Studies Program and our faculty. More than onethird of our graduates take at least one course in Asian studies,
and Asian studies faculty enrich the offerings of many of our
humanities and social science departments," University Presi-

Oct. 12, 2:58 a.m.
Security responded to a fire alarm in a fraternity on
Union Avenue. It was discovered that the alarm was
activated by smoke from a large firework ignited on
the third. floor. The firework also damaged the
carpet.
*During the week, there were three reports of
unwanted telephone calls. Because of the nature of
the calls, Security Services believes they were
unrelated.

dent Susan Resneck Pierce said.
"The University has recognized the necessity of adding

Hannah Seebach photo

SLEEPLESS NIGHTS — KUPS DJ Ryan Weadon was still
pumped full of energy after spending 60 hours in the studio
hosting a nonstop radio show from Oct. 12 to Oct. 15.

an Islamic studies position for some years, and the Luce Foundation has now helped to make that possible," said Stuart
Smithers, associate professor of religion and director of the
Asian Studies Program. "The timing of the Luce award is extraordinary. The new position in Islamic societies in Asia will
be an exciting addition to a program that is already strong in
the religious and cultural traditions of India, China and Japan."

Commencement

—University press release
,

Sleepless DJ makes
big bucks for KUPS
This weekend, KUPS DJ Ryan Weadon tested his stamina
in a marathon radio show. The "No Sleep for Ryan" marathon
went from Friday to Monday with Weadon hosting a nonstop
radio show. Weaden is the electronic and industrial Music
Director for KUPS..
Weadon was locked into the studio, with friends and supporters bringing him food. He didn't sleep for three days and
only took breaks to go to the bathroom.
The motive of hosting this marathon was for KUPS to raise
money for a turntable for the newly remodeled studio.
"We made $350 off the bat, and with donations to come we
will have enough to buy a nice mixer and have it installed,"
KUPS General Manager Kate Loes said. "Overall, it was a
huge success."

B ay Bed &
Breakfast

Featured on NBC's Evening Magazine
Spectacular views Special UPS rates
Great breakfasts No nearby trains
All private baths hot tub TV Phones
Just minutes from campus near historic Proctor

(253) 752-8175
q1To IP

p

APPROVED

PAYING TRIBUTE — A student stands in the
Rendezvous during the weeklong memorial to honor
the victims of Sept. 11.

— Carly Kneppers
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"JET" TO JAPAN FOR A YEAR!
JOIN THE JAPAN EXCHANGE A TEACHING PROGRAM

.

APPLYNOW!—POSMONS BEGIN JULY 2002-

la 4

JET

One Year Minimum Commitment:
July 2002

-

July 2003

Positions:
Assistant Language Teacher,
Coordinator for International Relations

Remuneration/Benefits:
3,600,000 yen (approximately), Airfare
(from pre-designated cities), Housing
assistance, Return Airfare (upon successful completion of contract)

- All applicants must obtain a BA/BS degree IN 6/30/2002

- Application Submission Deadline: December 5, 2001

FOR MORE INFORMATION & APPLICATION CONTACT:

Consulate-General of Japan JET Program Office
601 Union Street, Suite 500, Seattle WA 98101
°hone: 206-682-9107 ext. 136 - email: jet@cgjapansea.org
wmcgjapanseasorg or www.embjapan.org

toll free: 800-406-4088
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Special
Egg Donor
Deeded
If you a compassionate
woman, 21 -33, 5'5 - 5'10
(wt proportionate), have
brown eys and brown
hair (curly or wavy would
be a plus) are athletic
and/or creative, are in
excellent health and
have a healthyfamily history, please help an infertile couple by donating eggs. Transportation
to Seattle required. Very
generous compensation.
206-285-4855
Confidential
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Red Cross blood drive
excludes homosexuals

letters to the editor

> BY CHAI
Article inaccurately insinuates
women are worth less than men
To the editor:
I am writing in regards to an opinions article
written by Aurea Astro. By far, the article on the
disparity between men and women on this campus
411! is a display of absolute ridiculousness.
I am willing to grant her some slack, for perhaps
this article was a joke, a fun little economic exercise. Yet, there is a profound problem with the assumptions underlying the analysis.
I may be overly sentimental about humans and
their lives. I think believe humans defy equations. I
also believe that they deserve more respect.
Is it really a good idea to proclaim that women
are cheaper, that they are worth less, than men? Is it
true that women's worth and value are defined based
on men? Further, why assume all women even want
to date men?
I guess on the positive side, if there are lesbians
on the campus, the worth of women is raised.
One final question: Is the deciding factor of a

woman's value and worth baseLl on her ability to
attract and mate with men? I will answer this one:
Let's hope not! I am extremely saddened, more
dismayed, that a woman would actually decide to
deface her worth as a human being, to even dare
feel cheapened, because of men. The article perpetuates the horrible idea that women's worth is ultimately centered on and decided by their relation
to men and their ability to attract men.
Alicia Rae Armentrout
Student

Be thankful that women were
granted the right to attend college
To the editor:
Shame on Aurea Astro for ignoring the strife
women of previous generations endured to gain a
college education. Such women would be appalled
at her take on the disproportionate male/female ratio at UPS.
James O'Dea
Student

•
•

BLAIR-STAHN

The recent Red
Cross blood drive
prompted me to realize that many potential donors are
being discriminated against.
For those who
have never donated, a potential donor
must go through a simple screening process. Those who weigh less than 120
pounds or have insufficient levels of iron
are not allowed to donate, because it
would be unsafe for them.
In addition, if a person has any diseases or viruses, they cannot donate
blood. These requirements are solely for
the donator's own health and the health
of those receiving the blood. This is certainly understandable.
One of the questions in the screening process, however, is truly discriminatory, and if answered "yes," prevents
one from being able to donate: "Have
you ever had sex with another male after the year 1986?" This may seem logical at first, because it seems to prevent
the spreading of the AIDS virus.
Must it be true, however, that any
male who has had sex with another male
has AIDS? Of course not. Such a
person's blood could be ideal for donation. Clearly, this question is discriminatory, but in a subtle way. One could
claim it is not, but if this is true, why
wouldn't the question be, "Do you have
AIDS?" instead?
Until my first time donating blood, I
was never aware that sexually-active ho-

mosexual men couldn't donate, and I'm
sure many others aren't, either. What's
sad is that this question may prevent lives
from being saved. People are being denied the ability to donate blood because
of a screening process that is prejudiced.
Is it worth four lives (the amount a single
donator's blood can save) to be closeminded and not let someone donate
blood?
In spite of this injustice, one might
lie and say "no" to the question. If their
blood is fine, then the lie hurts no one —
in fact, it would actually help people. But
the donor must sign a form saying every
question answered is true. Lying on this
form is perjury, and one could go to jail
for lying to save lives.
UPS students and faculty need to be
aware of this discrimination. In response,
the school and the organization sponsoring the blood drive should allow or encourage those discriminated against to
help out in the blood-donatation process,
in other ways such as handing out forms
prior to donation or handing out juice and
cookies just after donation.
Moreover, the question sends a message to the gay community saying, "Because of who you are, your blood isn't
good enough to save lives .. You are inferior. You cannot be a good citizen."
This is ridiculous. Everyone is unique
and should be encouraged to be him- or
herself. The Red Cross is denying equal
justice to all with the imposition of this
question. It is a shame that discrimination is occurring on a national level.
While we may not be able to change
the blood donation process, hopefully the
school can come up with some sort of
solution to this issue.

THE TRAIL'S EDITORIAL POLICY

The Trail encourages all readers to respond to articles or
important issues by writing a letter to the editor. Articles and
letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion of
the editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to edit or refuse
any letters that are submitted for publication. All letters must
have a signature, full name and phone number and are due no
later than 6 p.m. Mondays. Letters may be dropped off in the
envelope on the door to the Media House, 1302 N. Alder St.,
e-mailed to trail@ups.edu or delivered through the mail to
Campus Mailbox 1095.
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Should drinking age be lowered?
Focus efforts on alcohol
education, responsibility
> BY CATHERINE CAMBRA

.

.I'm vexed that our country chooses
21 as the legitimate age to consume alcohol. It seems an arbitrary number, considering it's legal for me to marry, pay
taxes, drive, buy a house and vote by
the time I'm 18. How can our country
justify entrusting 18 year olds with appointing elected officials while denying them the right to drink?
And if 1 married within the next year, it would be illegal for
me to enjoy champagne at my own wedding! This strikes me
as ridiculous!
What's more, statistics have indicated that minimum drinking age laws in America are ineffective and counter-productive. The Indiana University Human Subjects Committee conducted a study on 56 universities in the U.S. from 1987-1988,
after laws were enacted to prevent people under 21 froth drinking. The results reported that the proportion of underage students who drank (81.2 percent), was actually higher than the
proportion of legal age students who drank (75.3 percent).
Clearly, the minimum drinking age doesn't in any way curb
the drinking problem in youth, and may even have the reverse
effect of encouraging irresponsible drinking,
since it is seen as "forbidden fruit" to minors. An outright ban on drinking for miIf laws
nors makes drinking all the more attractive by sensationalizing it.
aren't
Just as the "abstinence-only" sex edulowered,
cation is ineffective in curbing the sexual
alcohol
activity amongst youth, so too is the "abremains
stinence" approach to alcohol restriction
"forbidden for youth.
fruit."
Teen-agers, and college students for
that matter, who want to drink will find
a way to do so regardless of legal reIf you're
strictions. Alcohol is easily accessible.
old
Students who don't meet the legal drinkenough to ing age will encounter minimal difficulvote, you
ties in obtaining fake identifications.
should be
And if that proves unsuccessful, they
could
have someone who does meet the leold
gal
drinking
age requirement to purchase alenough to
cohol
for
them.
drink.
It's no wonder that while our country
stringently restricts underage drinking, it has the most drinking-related problems among its youth. It's true that correlation
doesn't necessarily imply causation, but I'm convinced the two
facts are related.
The U.S. is fixated on a total prohibition of alcohol for
people under the age of 21, while neglecting to educate kids
on handling alcohol responsibly and appropriately.
College campuses are plagued with students who "bingedrink" and use alcohol to excuse their irresponsible behavior.
While that sort of behavior is unacceptable and immature, it's
a reality, regardless of alcohol prohibition restraints. Furthermore, freshmen are notorious for getting drunk at keggers in
crowded basements where no one is likely to identify or card
them, which invites danger.
Clearly, prohibiting the sale of alcohol to those under 21
fosters a culture that equates maturity with being 21 or over,
which is absurd. Our society patronizes our youth by treating
them as infantile, yet are surprised when they get immature
behavior, such as binge drinking, in return. Maybe if we regarded young adults with more respect they'd be willing to
conduct themselves with more maturity in exchange. Maybe
if we focused our efforts on alcohol education, more kids would
have the reasoning capacity to assume responsibility for limiting their intake.
For that reason, I find our alcohol laws archaic and demeaning. Before the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment, state
laws forbidding minors from consuming alcohol were unheard
of— alcohol consumption was moderated at the discretion of
the family, self-restraint and the community. That's the way it
should still be. Why I'm forbidden to enjoy a nice glass of
wine at a nice restaurant is beyond me.
I'm not suggesting that lowering the drinking age is the
solution to the abuse of alcohol among young people, but I
definitely believe that in doing so, our society would progress
in the right direction.
We need to send the message to kids that drinking in and of
itself isn't the problem — irresponsible drinking is the issue
of contention. America needs to shift the focus on alcohol restriction to alcohol education. We need to teach our country's
kids about drinking gradually, safely and in moderation.
The real issue isn't about being 21 to drink — it's about
being equipped to deal with the responsibility of handling alcohol appropriately. '

PRO

Current laws help to curb
teen-age alcohol abuse
> BY AUREA ASTRO
The only thing worse than onions and
promiscuity is a social reform indirectly
promoting both. Little is more demoralizing than a threat to the stability of this
country by those silly beings who strive
to change the status quo. Hey! Don't fix
what isn't broken!
The issue here is lowering the drinking age to 19. Smooth
move, straight arrow, why don't we legalize marijuana while
we're at it? And prostitution! And insider trading! Heck, just
hand out free fireworks and let the good times begin! Good
grief, give me a break. Okay, let's examine the credibility behind those who, probably in their drunken delusion, demand a
lower national drinking age.
They say we're discriminating against legal adults by denying them the right to drink when they're able to vote, purchase tobacco products and be drafted into the military.
I say kids don't make fake identifications in order to vote.
They do it to drink. If those 18 and 19 year olds who can pass
for 21 with a fake identification are drinking, then by lowering the legal drinking age to 19, 15and 16 year olds who can
pass for 19 will be drinking.
And believe me, there are a whole lot of
precocious middle school students who will
easily pass for 19. I've seen eighth graders
'Current
with more facial hair than goats. Kids eat
drinking
their spinach these days; don't feel they
age is a
won't wash it down with Absolut.
proven
Let's also remember 15 and 16 year olds
are learning how to drive. The National
public
Transportation Safety Board noted, "mobenefit.
tor vehicle fatality data found that lowering the Minimum Legal Purchase Age for
Why
beer from 21 to 18 during the 1970's remess
sulted in an 11 percent increase in fatalities
with the
among this age group."
In addition, an Arizona Department of
status
Public Safety report said, "fatal accidents inquo?
creased over 25 percent while traffic fatalities
increased more than 35 percent after the state MLPA was lowered from 21 to 19."
This isn't rocket science, people. We've got an intoxicated
high school freshman doing 98 on the freeway, running over
old ladies and crashing into the median after sideswiping a
produce truck, sending onions, of all things, into the streets
spewing that acrid aroma everywhere within a 50 mile radius.
Inexperience and irresponsibility doesn't exactly make for
the best bedtime story. We can only expect havoc. Btit moving
right along.
They say illegalizing alcohol for those under 21 is pointless since teen-agers will find a way to drink anyway.
Of course those who are determined enough to find a way
to have a wild time Friday night are going to get few cases of
beer regardless of petty legal restrictions, but those who don't
have connections are just plain out of luck. So even though
some mischievous whippersnappers under 21 with a propensity for the social club are discipline's lost cause, the current
drinking age requirement does disallow those without the
"hook-ups" from potential alcohol abuse. A few sober minds
are better than none at all.
Finally, they say, at 19 we're responsible enough to have
some wine over dinner. I respond with an appropriate example.
This summer I accompanied my mother and her stock broker
to a somewhat sophisticated restaurant one night. I was stoked,
regarding this as the prime opportunity to learn a few "tricks
of the trade" or, better yet, score a paid internship at Morgan
Stanley Dean Witter. The tables were all taken so my mother
and my networking tool decided to sit at the bar and talk stocks
over a couple cocktails. Even my presence wasn't permitted at
the bar so I ended up sitting outside on the bench in the rain all
night.
Does this incidence indicate a need to lower the drinking
age to prevent responsible teen-agers from being turned away
at bars? Is it a blatant injustice to deny mature young adults a
glace of wine at dinner? Not at all. Why? Because it's not a
sacrifice on our part to forgo being included in the "adult" atmosphere if it means saving the thousands more irresponsible
teen-agers and young adults from alcohol abuse. For every one
19 year old that can control his alcohol, there are certainly 50
others who can't.
So as we can see, lowering the drinking age isn't exactly
the greatest idea since sliced bread. It has been tried before
and only negative results ensued.
Hey, I revel in not having all my rights at my disposal. It
gives me something other than baggy butts and bingo to look
forward to as I get older.
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On average, how much
sleep do you get?
Matt Kennedy,
junior
(and Resident Assistant)

"I'd get a
lot more if it
weren 't for
those damn
freshmen."

Kato Wade,
sophomore
"Sleep is a
lot like sex
... you don't
apprecithe it
when you're
getting it,
but you miss
it when it's
gone."

John Fitzhugh,
senior
"With or
without my
girlfriend
around?"

Nick Jurkowski,
freshman
No
response

Sharon Mihelich,
Dean of Students'
Administrative
Assistant
"I average
on six hours
of sleep.
People who
go, to sleep
too early
have no
life!

Survey Results:
9-plus hours: 1%
8 hours: 10%
6-7 hours: 52%
5-fewer hours: 36%
200 students surveyed
the week of Oct. 8

•
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Occupational Therapy student
puts her pup to work providing
animal-assisted rehabilitation
> BY KATIE ROSE
For many students, school means saying goodbye to not
only families, but pets as well. This year, however, senior Laura
Hornik only has to leave her family.
Homik, an Occupational Therapy student, brought her dog
Bear to school. She is training the 17 month-old golden retriever to help her in acute care therapy, and will use Bear in
treating patients once she receives her degree. Acute care is
for hospital patients with severe injuries as a result of anything from car accidents to heart attacks.
Once a week, Hornik and Bear drive to Issaquah, Wash. for
training through Healing Paws, Inc., a local organization that
trains dogs and their masters for Animal-Assisted Therapy.
"The training is for getting him used to people in wheelchairs and medical equipment," Hornik said. "The whole idea
is going into a hospital and providing comfort and entertainment for a break from the hospital daily grind."
In order for Bear to be enrolled in the program he's in, he
must have had basic obedience training. Once this was cornpleted, Homik signed up for an eight-week training course to
prepare Bear for admission into the Delta Society, an organization that brings dogs and other pets into hospitals to help
rehabilitate patients.
Now in the fourth week of training, Bear has learned many
* new tasks, such as switching leads, to leaving objects alone
and not running away from Hornik.
"(We've) learned cute little tricks to make people smile,"
Homik said. These include shaking hands with people and
making "figure eights" through Hornik's legs.
Bear was part of a litter from her family's two golden retrievers and was intended to be Homik's pet. It was discov*
ered, however, that Bear was unusually sensitive to people.
"If you're having a bad day, he zones in on you," she said.
This gave Hornik the idea to use Bear in therapy. Since she
must have an Occupational Therapy degree in order to work
in acute care, Homik brought Bear to school for training.
Administrators, however had, a problem with this idea.
Homik lives in the on-campus sorority Kappa Kappa Gamma,
and Bear could not live with her because of the University's

no-pet policy. To solve this, she went to Associate Director of
Residential Life Shane Daetwiler. Daetwiler was willing and
eager to work with Hornik.
"We wanted to do the best we could," Daetwiler said. "(We
wanted) to reward a student for living on-campus for so long."
This was the first incidence with a dog-in-training
Daetwiler has encountered at the University.
In order for the University to allow Bear to live oncampus, Hornik had to write a proposal to
Daetwiler stating how Bear was going to assist
her education.
"I am going to be doing some form of
research," Hornik said. Next semester,
Hornik plans to research Bear's impact
on the people he's around.
Additionally, Hornik had to get letters of recommendation from Occupational Therapy professors Ron Stone
and George Tomlin and her sorority.
"She did a great job with her proposal," Daetwiler said. "A lot of things
lined up immediately."
Even after steps were taken, Hornik
and Daetwiler exchanged phone calls for
nearly three months working out details.
"Everyone was really open and wanting
to get things done," Hornik said.
In the final agreement, Hornik agreed to
give up her housing deposit as pet insurance.
She also agreed that Bear would only be allowed in the basement of the building.
"It's trying to contain his dogginess," she
said. "He's the king of his domain. And he
knows it, too."
Junior Aspen Marley, Hornik's roommate,
loves having Bear around.
"He snuggles with you," Marley said. "(He
knows) when you're having a bad day. He's
very therapeutic."
Sophomore Ashley Biggers, another Smith
resident and an occasional dog-sitter, agreed with
Marley about Bear's effect. .
"He's certainly made it more like home,"
Biggers said. "He also gives us a good opportunity
to laugh."
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The Trail is
currently looking
for experienced
and dedicated
individuals to fill
the following
positions:

-Closer Look Writer
Arts and
Entertainment Writer

If interested, please contact us by e-mail
at trail@ups.edu. Include your name,
phone extension, e-mail address and
preferred position.
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O pportunites abound for foreign employment
> BY SARA RAMEY
It's not hard to enhance a job resume.
For anyone looking for a chance to travel
and wanting to get a competitive edge to his
or her resume, going abroad may be the best
thing to do. Opportunities abound to not only
study abroad but to work, get an internship or
serve in the Peace Corps after graduation.
Opportunities include writing for the Berlin Zeitung, assisting members of the British
Parliament, researching at the Chinese Traditional Medicine Institute, working in an Australian pub or teaching about AIDS in Africa.
Academic and Career Advising and the Office of International Programs provide information and support for students seeking realworld, international experience.
"The mission of the Office of International
Programs at the University of Puget Sound is
to serve as an advocate and catalyst to bring a
global education component to Puget Sound,"
the OIP's Web site says. In an effort to achieve
these goals, the office has brochures on jobs
for students interested in going abroad but who
don't have the time or money to study.
The British Universities North American
Club (BUNAC), a program that helps students
find work in foreign countries, offers their services in Aukralia, New Zealand and Britain.
Another option for foreign opporis for students to contact Ron Albertson in Academic
and Career Advising for information about internship opportunities. ACA has an international section in its library for students to

browse through. However, if students are more riculture, health and community developinclined to do research at home, www.ups.edu/ ment.
Along with the reaca offers a link
titled "I'd like to do
sume-enhancing benefit,
the Peace Corps can also
an Internship" under
help students receive a
the "Student" link.
master's degree through
"The main thing
the Masters Interhational
we like to do is point
students in the right
Program.
"If you know you
direction,"
want to go to grad school
Albertson said. Beand you want to join the.
sides checking out
ACA's library and
Peace Corps, you can
marry the two and save a
the Web site,
year," Errin Bryd, the
Albertson added
Regional Recruiter, said.
that some students
have success with
The Peace Corps are
just going to their
looking for volunteers
destination to look
with experience in the
for an internship or
area they are interested
work.
in, as well as community
"Things can go
service
background. Stu-Mission Statement,
better closer to the
dents are encouraged to
Office of International
source," Albertson
apply during the fall of
Programs
said, "but it's risky."
their senior _year, since
It requires an advenapplications take from
turous student and
six months to a year to
some serious thinkprocess.
ing about what country and what type of job a
For assistance in planning your time
student wants to get into.
abroad, contact the Office of InternaAnother great international opportu- tional Programs. They are open Monday
nity is the Peace Corps. Serving 73 difthrough Friday, 8:30 a.m. to noon and 1
ferent countries, the Peace Corps allows
p.m. to 4:30 p.m., and are located in
students to receive hands-on experience
Warner Gym 200. They can be reached
in education, business, environment, agat x3652.
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The mission of the
Office of International Programs is
to serve as an
advocate and
catalyst to bring a
global education
component to
Puget Sound.
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Constitutional amendments
uphold personal freedoms
The first 10 amendments to the United States Constitution are commonly referred to as the Bill of
Rights. These 10 amendments ensure the civil liberties of all Americans (though the rights of women
and African Americans were not ensured until the 20th century). Especially during times of war,
these liberties can be infringed upon or limited in the name of security. In order to fully understand
the current "crisis" of liberties, one must understand what liberties one has first.
Amendment I
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a
redress of grievances.
Amendment II
A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a
free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall
not be infringed.
Amendment HI
No soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any house,
without the consent of the owner, nor in time of war, but in a
manner to be prescribed by law.
Amendment IV
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon
probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or
things to be seized.
Amendment V
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise
infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a
grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces,
or in the militia, when in actual service in time of war or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be
compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public
use, without just compensation.

Amendment VI
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right
to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the state
and district wherein the crime shall have been committed,
which district shall have been previously ascertained by law,
and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation;
to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to
have the assistance of counsel for his defense.
Amendment VII
In suits at common law,
where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty
dollars, the right of trial
by jury shall be preserved,
and no fact tried by a jury,
shall be otherwise reexamined in any court of the
United States, than according to the rules of the
common law.

>>>

Law enforcement agencies can monitor Int
tion such as Web addresses and e-mail heade
from, subject) in order to -establish "browsing p
Law enforcement agencies can go through
mail messages.
•
Wiretapping can go on indefinately (no firm
Minor law enfringement violations (e.g., dot
loading of illegal files) can warrant monitoring.
Users accessing computer systems "without authorization" (which is not defined) are
subject to surveilence by government officiait
the system operator deems it appropriate.

Amendment VIII
Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.
Amendment IX
The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall
not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the
people.
Amendment X
The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the
states respectively, or to the people.

>>>
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your civil
liberties?

Even in public places (like libraries), law er
forcement agencies could monitor all compute
a "terrorist" suspectedly used the computer.
Vague definition of the term "terrorism." t
Allows government agencies (CIA, NSA, F
Secret Service and military) to share informatic
without judicial review.
Gives law enforcement the ability to access
student records without judicial review.
11111
Sources: Wired News (www.wired.com/news/), Electronic Frontier Found
(www.aclu.org ), Thomas-U.S. Congress on the Internet (thomas.loc.gov )
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"Definately. Especially
if the latest calls for
*patriotism' are really

demands forunquestioning allegiance to an
unfocused military
operation.
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VARIOUS GROUPS (INCLUDING THE "LIBERAL" AMERICAN CIVIL
LIBERTIES UNION AND THE "CONSERVATIVE" NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION) HAVE RECENTLY VOICED CONCERNS OVER THE POTENTIAL LOSS OF CERTAIN CIVIL LIBERTIES, ESPECIALLY IN REGARD TO
PRIVACY AND THE RIGHT TO DISSENT. WHILE RECENT LEGISLATION
CHANGING WIRETAP LAWS MAY NOT AFFECT MANY STUDENTS,
PRIVACY ADVOCATES GIVE TWO WARNINGS: FIRST, THAT THESE
LAWS MAY LATER BE ENFORCED TO TARGET NON-TERRORIST

yR

GROUPS SUCH AS PROTESTORS AND NON-MAINSTREAM GROUPS)
AND SECOND, THAT THESE LAWS MAY SIGNAL THE BEGINNING OF

Statement demands
protection of liberty
In response to the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, the
American Civil Liberties Union, in conjunction
with over 175 human rights, labor, privacy and religious groups released this 10-point statement of
principles:
On Sept. 11, 2001, thousands of people lost
their lives in a brutal assault on the American
people and the American form of government.
We mourn the loss of these innocent lives and
insist that those who perpetrated these acts
be held accountable.

AN ADDITIONAL REDUCTION OF OTHER FREEDOMS.

The House, Senate and President have proposed changes in
current laws in order to minimize terrorist use of electronic
forms of communication (voice mail, e-mail, etc.) and to
maximize law enforcement's ability to apprehend and monitor
"terrorist" activities. On Oct. 12 the Senate passed the USA
(Uniting and Strengthening America) Act (S.1510) and the
House passed the PATRIOT (Provide Appropriate Tools
Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism) Act (HR.2975),
both of which could radically change the way surveillance is
practiced within and outside the United States.

70et informa-

This tragedy requires all Americans to examine carefully the steps our country may now
take to reduce the risk of future terrorist attacks.
We need to consider proposals calmly and
deliberately with a determination not to erode
the liberties and freedoms that are at the core
of the American way of life.
We need to ensure that actions by our government uphold the principles of a democratic
society, accountable government and international law, and that all decisions are taken in a
manner consistent with the Constitution.
We can, as we have in the past, in times of
war and of peace, reconcile the requirements
of security with the demands of liberty.
We should resist the temptation to enact proposals in the mistaken belief that anything that
may be called anti-terrorist will necessarily provide greater security. .

Ids (to,
ms."
d" voice

We should resist efforts to target people because of their race, religion, ethnic background
or appearance, including immigrants in general, Arab Americans and Muslims.

it).

We affirm the right of peaceful dissent, protected by the First Amendment, now, when it
is most at risk.
We should applaud our political leaders in
the days ahead who have the courage to say
that our freedoms should not be limited.
We must have faith in our democratic system and our Constitution, and in our ability to
protect at the same time both the freedom and
the security of all Americans

Source ww.aclu,or congresa

www.eff.org ), ACLU

Brittany Henderson,
Junior
"Only at the point
where national
security takes priority
over said civil liber
ties.

Brian Strand,
Sophomore
"Yes, I think civil
liberties should not be
inlrined, even in
wartime. Terrorism
needs to be controlled,
but not at the expense
offreedoin "
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East & West reopens, still above the rest
— relaxed, warm and comfortable.
The menu itself is a treat.. Most of the food includes either
Eating at East & West Cafe' makes you never even want to chicken, beef, pork or prawns, but there are vegetarian dishes
as well. The presentation of food is like a painting. One popusmell a dish from a chain restaurant again. Olive Garden,
lar dish, "Swimming Angel," is spinach, chicken and vegetables
Chevy's and all other flimsy corporate restaurants should grovel
flowing in a bright yellow peanut sauce.
at the feet of East & West Cafe', the Vietnamese and Thai resThe dishes range from Indian, Korean, Thai and Vietnamese
taurant that just reopened Oct. 8.
food to give the menu a rich variety which extends to dessert.
Before the 8-year-old restaurant renovated this summer, dinUncustomary ice cream flavors such as ginger, green-tea and
ers unaware of the restaurant's soaring quality approached caucoconut are slightly intimidating at first, but the risky flavors
tiously. The old exterior resemblied a shack, and the interior
turn an ordinary dessert into a scrumptious treat.
was crowded and squished, inevitably causing a long wait.
While the portions are large, eating them doesn't leave you
The owners decided to eliminate these weaknesses, starting
with the icky overstuffed feeling sometimes felt after eating at
reconstruction at the beginning of the summer and closing the
chain restaurants. The food
restaurant for three
is fresh and the meat is lean,
weeks. Now the attracimparting a pleasantly full
tive outside has a simple
feeling instead of pants-unlook without the gaudizipping bloating.
ness of a chain restauDespite the renovations,
rant. The inside now has
the wait can still be quite
double the number of
long, but now at least there
tables and pleasant decois a comfy area to sit down
rations. The ceiling rein. East & West is still plansemblesa sky, and Asian
ning to add another room,
drawings, paintings and
and until they do, the restaufurniture adorn the dinrant won't take reservations.
ing room.
At the end of the meal,
Although the restauwhen the bill arrives, you
rant has changed its look
don't have to hold your
and increased the space,
breath. The price is low. A
the menu and quality of
full course meal of tea, apservice are still the same
petizers, dinner and desert
— unsurpassable. The
costs about $16, leaving
fact that the restaurant is
Photo courtesy of Kathleen Sullivan
money for a well-deserved
family owned is apparent A NEW LOOK — The 'East & Wes t Cafe' has been- remodeled,
in every aspect of ser- but still mainthins atmosphere and family feel.
tip. East & West Cafe'
vice. The owner's son took our order, another waitress whisked speaks wonders for family-owned restaurants and is absolutely,
without a doubt, in all aspects, delicious. East & West Cafe is
away a pot of tea made too strong to boil another and we
located at 5319 Tacoma Mall Blvd, and is open Mon. to Sat., 11
receieved knowledgeable and excellent suggestions regarding
the menu. All of these subtleties made dining feel how it should a.m. = 3 p.m. and 4 p.m. - 9 p.m. For take out call, 475-7755.

> KATHLEEN SULLIVAN

Crazy hops and no two player mode? Come on!
Crazy Taxi 2's shortcomings race past its classic formula and appeal
this regard as well, "Crazy Taxi 2" comes
up short.
Part of the brilliance of the original
Crazy Taxi is back! The highly anwas its ability to grab the attention of
ticipated sequel to the Sega Dreamcast
non-garners and to quickly turn them
hit, "Crazy Taxi 2," is doused with a New
into slaves of the game. This was due in
York flavor that has inspired new levels,
part
to the relatively linear beginning.
cabbies and music. Everything that you
Gradually, the game became more comloved about the original is here — well,
plex, but it never sacrificed the comfort
almost everything.
of the player. Imagine placing a beginThe problem with "Crazy Taxi 2" is
nei in the middle of the
that it takes its fan base for
downtown area. It would
granted. Considering that
be confusing, frustrating
Sega is undergoing a comand just not fun. And unplete restructuring of its
fortunately, "Crazy Taxi
company, its primary goal
2" does just that.
is to make profit and to
The new environments
make it fast. "Crazy Taxi
are
essentially larger ver2" was clearly made with
441?"°(34T
0,•■•
sions the original's downthis new business scheme
town area in "Crazy
in mind, as nearly all of the
Taxi." It's surprising how
title's planned features
the game developers
have been axed. Online
failed to recognize that the
competition is gone, along
original's linear beginning
with a much-needed twowas -crucial to its success.
player mode. Many of the
Now,
with "Crazy Taxi 2,"
sound effects have been
the player must study the
taken straight from the
Map to begin to play.
original, and the visuals
Photo courtesy of www.videogames.corn.
The future is bright
are have been only slightly
for the series, however.
CABBIE CRAZINESS! — "Crazy Taxi 2" takes on traffic in Manhattan.
improved.
Ports of the original
Whereas other in-house
"Crazy Taxi" have already hit Sony's
titles, like "Phantasy Star Online," boast increased, which makes the crazy hop inPlaystation 2, and a Nintendo
valuable. Unfortunately, the crazy hop
beautiful environments and characters,
Gamecube version should arrive by
the game's plain and sloppy graphics are remains one of the few new features that
Christmas. Aside from ports, Sega's fothe game can tout.
inexcusable. On the other hand, the lackcus seems to be on tapping Microsoft's
Despite the lack of added features and
luster graphics of the original were juspowerful Xbox game console (coming
tified. The game was originally for an the game's lackluster visuals, all this
Nov. 15) with the series' third installarcade system, so the graphical short- could be ignored in return for another enjoyable and addictive offering of the ment — "Crazy Taxi Next." Unlike the
comings are to be expected.
first two Crazy Taxi games, the graphWhen a game like "Crazy Taxi 2" is original's famed gameplay formula. In
ics will undoubtedly be specdevelop6c1 primarily for Dreamcast,
tacular, and fans should get the
the developers can take full advantage
GPFT1ER ' S GUIDE
added features they deserve.
of the console's hardware, just like
So for now, don't even test
Sonic Team did with "Sonic AdvenTITLE CRAZY TAXI 2
drive "Crazy Taxi 2." Discovture 2" and Visual Concepts did with
RATIrIG
ering its enjoyable and addic"NBA2K1." One has to wonder what
tive qualities is laborious, and
the Crazy Taxi team was doing durPRICE 39.99
that's not what great games
ing the sequel's 18-month developPLATFORM
OREIIMCAST
should be.
ment time.

> BY RYAN J. PAYTON

While the final package is disappointing, the classic Crazy Taxi formula is still
intact. The game developers wisely chose
to leave the gameplay alone except for
adding the "crazy hop" – a much welcomed feature. The crazy hop is almost
self-explanatory. When you press the
"Y" button, your cabbie and his lowered
taxi leap high into the air and over traffic. This time around, traffic has been

`Serendipity shines as a
sweet, romantic comedy
> BY KEN HARTFORD
People like things that are cute.
There is an involuntary reaction
that takes place when someone
sees something deemed cute. That
reaction is different for every person; some people cry, others smile
brightly, some coo. "Serendipity"
will cause this reaction in almost everyone.
All romantic comedies are supposed to be cute. A
few are. Sadly, most are not. "Serendipity," starring
John Cusack and Kate Beckinsale is one of those successfully cute romantic comedies.
Cuteness does not imply originality, however. If
"Serendipity" were judged on its originality, it would
fail. "Serendipity" follows the same plotline that is involved in over 50 percent of romantic comedies; the
man and woman meet, their relationship is frustrated
by an event, they almost get together a bunch of times
and finally they end up together. What varies is the
frustration, and how and when they almost get together.
Everything else remains the same.
"Serendipity" begins with an accidental meeting between two strangers in New York City. At the
conclusion of the enchanted evening, the two leave
whether they will see each other up to fate. Fate is
now the frustration. The movie is about whether or
not they will ever get back together.
The plot is generic but tolerable. The actual dialogue is reasonably good. However, the overall script
is less important than the ability of the lead actors to
create the feeling of a relationship. This is accomplished more through the acting ability of the cast.
The acting in "Serendipity" is above par, with especially great performances by the supporting cast; (Jeremy Piven, Molly Shannon, and Eugene Levy). But
what really makes the movie shine is the performance
by Cusack and Beckinsale. Certain couples interact
perfectly on screen: Astaire and Rogers, Tracy and
Hepburn, Hanks and Ryan, a new addition may need
to be Cusack and Beckinsale.
"Serendipity" is a very cute movie, and if that's all
you want in your romantic comedy, this movie will
fulfill your every desire. If you are looking for originality or an amazing storyline, look somewhere else.
.

"Shrek" enjoyable for the
masses
"Shrek" is an animated movie that is sure to become a childhood classic. Taking almost every fairy
tale ever known and throwing them all together into
an original and creative story takes a lot of skill.
Mike Meyers, Cameron Diaz, Eddie Murphy and
John Lithgow make up the voices of the main characters. The actors provide very authentic voices to enhance the movie-going experience.
In addition, the artwork is very fairy tale-like,
exactly how I imagined them to look.
Overall, "Shrek" is a sure bet for entertainment no
matter who you are or what you like.

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.
Fourteen years -and 3000 students.
later, I don't think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach it, than
I do. That's why 1 still teach my own
classes. That's why you should call me.
My nine week course features 36
hours of class time with weekly help
sessions and five mock exams .thr the
reasonable price of $795.
I can answer any LSAT question let
me prove it. Call- now for a free
seminar: 524-4915
-

The Steven Klein Company
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Modern-day city on a hill casts a
darker shade of business park utopia
> BY DAVID HOUGH
Welcome to Eden-Olympia. A multi-national business park,
framed by stainless steel, concrete and tinted windows, it represents a reality of its own in which high-powered executives work,
sleep and dream to rule the world. It is an experiment in efficiency and corporate supremacy— completely synthetic, scheduled and under total surveillance. This is the landscape of
J. G. Ballard's recent novel, "SuperCannes." It is a place that has gone beyond morality, has eliminated crime and
suppressed social problems out of existence. However, what makes "SuperCannes" most startling as a work of fiction is its chilling resemblance to truth.
Ballard has been categorized as one
of the leading foretellers of the 21st century in fiction. In his most renowned
works, "Crash" and "Empire of the
Sun," Ballard examines the relationship
on how post-World War II technology
has shifted the focus of human nature.
Nothing can be more true of "SuperCannes." The novel offers a frighteningly realistic possibility of the .effects
of the corporate sector's financial superiority over the rest of the world.
The novel is narrated by Paul
j.g.
Sinclair, a mild-mannered ex-pilot who
publishes an aviation magazine in England. Sinclair's wife Jane has been offered a job as chief
pediatrician at Eden-Olympia, a new business/living park
overlooking the French Riviera. The position was formerly
held by the late David Greenwood, medical doctor turned
sociopath, who killed himself at the complex after slaying a
host of his co-workers at random with a semi-automatic rifle.
Jane, ambitious and young, finds this , .ipportunity too enticing to pass up, even after she learns that she and her husband
are to live in the same villa, eat at the same breakfast table
and sleep in the same bed as the former doctor-gone-berserk.
Mr. Sinclair, on the other hand, has no employment relations to the business park. Besides the e-mail he must send
to his publishing house in England, Mr. Sinclair's time is unfettered. He sits poolside at the villa, listlessly observing the
peculiar anti-society of Eden-Olympia. In time, Sinclair's

thoughts focus on the murders of the former inhabitant of his
house, and he begins his own investigation to learn why such
a man — a known philanthropist and reputable physician —
would embark on such a bloody and anti-humanitarian carnival of carnage.
Instigated by the administration of Eden-Olympia's obfuscated explanations and theories
of Greenwood's motives, Sinclair
devotes all his time to his private
investigation. Clues have been undoubtedly tampered with, videotapes have been mysteriously damaged and any one who worked with
or was related to any of the murdered have been re-located or retired, all taken care of generously
by the undeterminable few that
govern this conglomerate anti-utopian society.
Eden-Olympia isn't a looselipped community. The social lives
of its residents are at the office.
People do not mix. There are no
benefit galas or fund-raising banquets. There is no police force, no
government; its people are self-motivated and psychologically inhibited by the camera's eye. Sinclair's
moves become quickly noticed but
instead of finding himself in a situation of forced silence he is encouraged — almost egged on —to satisfy his search for the truth.
When Sinclair finds what he has been looking for, he is trapped
in a nightmarish game with no escape, in which he has been
manipulated all along.
"Super-Cannes" is a spooky, almost modern jeremiad of a
city on a hill that has gone very wrong. Its vision through the
guise of corporate complacency is prophetic and a slap in the
face of unsuspecting consumers. Sinclair writes a dreamlike, mysterious and surreal script of the dark side of the glass
and steel business world. The dialogue is smart and the social construct is recreated as if Sinclair were one of the allseeing, all-hearing surveillance cameras perched throughout
Eden-Olympia. In all respects, "Super-Cannes" is a novel
that stands on its own merits, and it cannot be labeled in any
category besides one of great storytelling.

ballard • sup er-cannes / a nove

Pick up Garbage
> BY BETTE MUIRHEAD
Since they released their first CD, Garbage has pleased
listeners with their interesting beats, good music and
qiiirky lyrics. Their new CD, beautifulgarbage, follows
in this pattern quite well.
Like their other two cds, beautifulgarbage starts out
well with "Shut your Mouth," a good song that was made
to -be a strong single, if not the first single on the CD.
From there the CD evolves nicely. If every song is not a
masterpiece, there is still plenty to be impressed with.
"Androgyny" comes through with the quirky lyrics that
yc;u can expect from Garbage, as well as a beat and
melody that gets stuck in your head after the 'first time
you hear it.
"Til the Day I Die" starts out sounding almost like a
70's disco song or a 50's girl group melody. On first
hearing, it seems out of place coming from a group
known for darker lyrics and cynicism. Upon closer listening, "Til the Day I Die" fits quite well with the songs
before and after it, "Can't Cry these Tears" and "Cup of
Coffee," both of which are not as ambiguous.
"Cherry Lips" is a solid song that could easily have
come from either of Garbage's earlier CDs. The end of
the CD is as well-done as the opening, with songs like
"Nobody Loves You," a haunting, slow and classically
Garbage song with amazing and complex lyrics, and
"Untouchable," with a great beat and strong lyrics
charged with meaning.
Like many CDs in this day and age, beautifulgarbage
incorporates a multi-media computer program. This program is more hindrance than help in any attempt to play
the CD on a computer, but it does have some interesting mixing capabilities that make for a truly interactive
music experience. Just make sure you have a CD player
separate from your computer to play this CD.
Weaker songs and inconvenient computer programs
aside, beautifulgarbage is a great example of the kind
of music Garbage fans have come to expect and enjoy
from this group. It is a CD well worth the money.

Woody All
HONORS FILM SERIES
Student Directors: Ryan Chapman and Mike Radcliffe
Wednesdays at 7pm Wyatt Hall Room 109 FREE For info Call x3781
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Women's Soccer hangs tight to NWC lead

Valerie Newcomb photo

OUT IN FRONT - Freshman Tera Anderson kicks her way past the
competition this weekend. The Loggers wiped out Whitman and
Whitworth to remain undefeated in the NWC.

> BY TYLER ROUSH

in the game against Whitman Saturday. While Ecklebe is
expected to return this weekend, Hultgren is certainly out
for the season.
The visiting Loggers capitalized on a Whitman defensive miscue to open the scoring in Saturday afternoon's contest. A
Whitman defender muffed a pass to goalkeeper Rena Parcells,
allowing Honda to boot the ball into an unguarded net. The
Missionary defense hung tight for the next 45 minutes of regulation play. Freshman Tera Anderson finally sliced through the
morass of Whitman defenders with less than 14 minutes left in
regulation, scoring an
insurance goal with the
assistance of Dusty•
Marcell's adroitly
placed corner kick.
Freshman Amy
Quandt filled injured goalkeeper
Ecklebe's shoes admirably, notching
nine saves. The Lady
Loggers made 29
shots, while Whitman
made 13.
Tight defense allowed
both Whitworth and the
visiting Loggers to maintain a 0-0 deadlock
through the first 80 minutes of regulation play.
Valerie Newcomb photo
UPS finally surged in the HEADS UP - Sophomore Emily
last ten minutes and in Burmguardner gets her head into
overtime, out-shooting the game in this weekend's action.
Whitworth 6-0. Logger
grit overcame the Whitworth defense 11:22 into overtime. Stolee,
granted a free kick, booted a line drive into the left corner of the net
beyond the reach of goalkeeper Maya Mendoza.
For the day, the Lady Loggers out-shot Whitworth 14-9, including
an 8-4 advantage in shots on goal. Goalkeeper 'Quandt was again
tough, making four saves.
UPS returns home with games Oct. 20 and 21 against Pacific
University and George Fox University. Starting time for both games
is noon.
.

Another weekend, another sweep for the Lady Loggers.
The UPS women's soccer team hit the road last weekend and continued
to roll over Northwest Conference opponents, defeating Whitman College
(2-6 league, 6-6 overall) 2-0 Sat., Oct. 13 before downing Whitworth College (4-5 league, 6-7 overall) 1-0 in overtime on Sun., Oct. 14. The twin
victories will almost certainly boost the Loggers' national ranking, which
now stands at fifth place among NCAA Division III teams. Freshman Erin
Honda's goal at 27:33 in the first half proved ample offense Saturday, and
freshman Bridget Stolee's goal at 11:22 in overtime brought the Loggers to
victory on Sunday.
The weekend sweep brings the Lady Loggers' record to 9-0 in league
play and 12-1 , overall and extended their Northwest Conference winning streak
to 21 games. The Loggers' last NWC defeat was to Willamette University
Sept. 23, 2000. Opponents have not scored against the,voracious Loggers'
defense in an amazing 469 minutes 23 seconds, and have been shutout in
five consecutive games.
Unfortunately, a pair of injuries stung the nationally ranked Loggers. Senior goalkeeper Karen Ecklebe missed the weekend action with a foot injury, while leading-scorer Brianna Hultgren, a junior, suffered a broken foot

fearless
banking

Loggers swept
> BY DOUG SPRAGUE
The University of Puget Sound
men's soccer team suffered two heartbreaking losses in eastern Washington
over the weekend.
The Loggers' sudden inability to
score cost them as they lost both games
0-1 in matchups against Whitman Oct.
13 and division-leading Whitworth Oct.
14. In addition to the top spot in the NWC,
Whitworth is also ranked 23 nationally.
The losses dropped Puget Sound to
7-7-1 overall and 3-5-1 in the Northwest
Conference. They are tied for fifth place
with Pacific Lutheran and are 10 points
behind Whitworth.
UPS took plenty of shots against the
Missionaries, but Whitman goalie Ryan
Exstrow stopped all eleven shots on
goal. The Missionaries, on the other
hand, were able to score on just their
fourth shot on goal.
That shot came 45 seconds into the
overtime period when Harris Essary put
his shot past Ryan Wittstruck to end the
game: Junior Chris Raymond led the
Loggers with five shots, while
Whitman's Jeff Waggoner led both
teams with six.
The next day against the Whitworth
Pirates, the Loggers lost their ability to
generate any offense, let alone any serious scoring chances. Whitman's defense dominated, as it has all year. The
Pirates have allowed only four goals in
their first 12 games. Pirate goalie Ben
Oakley easily stopped all four of the
shots he faced in the second half.
The lone goal of the game was
scored by Rawley Dogget at the
85:27 mark.

WELLS
FARGO
The Next Stage'

with a free throw
Here's banking that lets you concentrate on subjects that really
matter. Like math class or your Saturday night date. Simply sign up
for the Student CombosM Package and you'll enjoy a range of

Student Combo Package

easy-to-use services. Plus you'll get a Free Wells Fargo Basketball

Free Student Checking

and Hoop: Visit your nearest Wells Fargo location today.

Free Student Visa Card**
ATM & Check Card'
Free Online Account Access
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And much more
wellsfargo.com
'While supplies last.
.Credit card issued by Wells Fargo Bank Nevada, N.A. and o subject to
credit qualification. Annual fee is waived if the credit card is connected
to a Wells Fargo checking account for overdraft protection.
'Issuance of the ATM & Check Card is subject to qualification.
t0 2001 Wells Fargo Banks. Members FDIC.All rights reserved.
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Cross country teams fare well at PLU Invitational
> BY BROOK IRVING
There hasn't been much to complain about this season
for the Logger cross country teams.
With senior Dana Boyle grabbing the gold in nearly every meet and men's runner Dan McLean a consistent topfive finisher, the Loggers appear to be well on their way to
a record season.
Last weekend seemed to be more of the same for the
Loggers at the Pacific Lutheran Invitational, where the
women's team raced into a second-place finish, followed
by the men with a third-place showing.
Boyle and McLean continued to impress crowds, with
Boyle finishing in the top spot with a time of 17:23.4
and McLean coming in third on the men's side with a
time of 25:21.8. Boyle continued to improve on a stellar
season, breaking the course record at the Invitational.
This adds to a list of 2001 highlights including a top finish at the Augustana Invitational, the site of the NCAA

national championships.
In addition to providing the team with yet another chance
to show its strengths, the meet served as the first and only
time the Loggers will meet up with Northwest Conference
foes before the NWC championships Oct. 27 in Salem, Ore.
"I didn't know what to expect," head coach Mike Orechia
said. "We didn't run our number three and number six guys
because they're still recovering from the flu thing that was
going around."
Despite missing some key runners, the men's team
proved they were NWC frontrunners thanks to the third
place finish from McLean in addition to strong performances
from J. R. Floweree, Taylor Hallvik, and Jimmy O'Dea.
"We didn't know what was going to happen," Orechia
said of the men's team. "We were really pleased with how
they placed."
With their third place title, the Loggers were the top finishers from the NWC, a fact that may give the team momentum when they head to the conference championships

in two weeks. The women's team was also a top finisher in
the NWC at the Invitational thanks to Boyle and fellow runners Sara Burnet, Alana Hagney, and Julie Meyer.
"I think the men and women will have a chance to finish
in the top half of the conference," Orechia said.
The conference race will be the biggest test of the season for most of the team's younger runners, but for Boyle,
McLean, and other top Logger runners, the stakes are
much higher.
"The majority of the team will be competing for that
conference finish," Orechia said. "(Boyle and McLean)
are not even training for the same thing — they're working for nationals."
Nevertheless, all of the Logger runners will be spending
the next two weeks focused on the NWC meet and the
chance for a high conference finish.
"We're just going to keep prove on a stellar season,
Orechia said. "We've been running strong and tough, and
we just want to keep that up."

Easy weekend moves volleyball to No. 12 in AVCA
of the game with a 13-1 run that killed the Pioneers' chances
of winning the game.
If every game were as easy as for the Logger women's
That run also effectively won the match for the Loggers,
volleyball as their game against Lewis & Clark then we who won game three with little trouble. The two telling stacould just hand them the Northwest Conference title tistics for the game were that the Pioneers had no service
right now.
aces while the Loggers had 11, including Tera
Unfortunately, the rest of the season will alAnderson's six. Also, Karen Elmgren's 14 kills
most definitely be much tougher. After domiat Geo rge Fox
were almost as much as Lewis & Clark's cornnating the Pioneers in Portland last month, the
bined team total of 18. The Loggers finished
Oct . 20
Loggers expected a tighter match than the 30with 50 kills.
7p .m.
10, 30-20 and 30-12 game that they got.
This win moved the Loggers to number 12
The Loggers came out on fire in game one
in the AVCA National Rankings and to numand didn't give the Pioneers the chance to fight. UPS led by ber two in the West Region. UPS trails only California Stateat least ten points for the majority of the game before winHayward in the West Region.
ning by 20.
The Logger's next match will be against Pacific on FriGame two was more competitive, with the Pioneers stayday, Oct. 19 in Forest Grove, Ore. The team will be on the
ing close for the first third of the game. UPS took control
road until Nov. 2 when they host Whitworth.

> BY DOUG SPRAGUE

students have 0-4 drinks'
when they party
Based on the 2001 CORE survey, most Puget
Sound students make healthy choices when
they party:

4

5.1

is the average number of drinks
consumed per week

81%

drink 2. or fewer times per week

72 %

did not drive under the influence

86%

did not perform poorly on a test or
important project due to drinking
Questions?
Want to get involved?
Call Counseling, Health &
Wellness Services
879-1567

Know the alcohol policy in The Logger

'1 drink = one

i2

oz. beer, 4-5 oz. wine, i oz. hard liquor

For Logger Football; time is running out.
Fresh from a 56-13 drubbing at the hands of Pomona-Pitzer in Claremont, Calif.,
the Loggers are still searching for that elusive first win. Last Saturday's defeat sunk
the Loggers to 0-5 overall and 0-2 in league play.
"We are very disappointed in our performance against Pomona," head coach
Gordon Elliott said. "We allowed too many big plays early and failed to capitalize
on our offensive momentum from the previous game."
Fortunately for the Loggers, they have no place to go but up, as one win – any
win – will be an improvement. But with just four games left in the schedule, the
Loggers understand that their season is waning.
Pomona's venomous
offense had plenty of sting
on Saturday, scoring
three touchdowns in the first
at Whitworth
quarter alone. The home
team had built a 28-0 lead
Oct. 20
before allowing the Loggers to score on a Bret Bur. m.
ton pass to John Whitehead in the second quarter.
At the half, the Sagehens had effectively floored the
Loggers 35-7.
The UPS defense clamped down in the third quarter, keeping Pomona from the
endzone. Burton's third quarter pass to Chad Mahoe gave the Loggers their second
touchdown, but a failed extra point left Pomona with a 35-13 edge. Pomona regained
its form in the fourth frame scoring an additional 21 points for the 56-13 final tally.
Burton had a decent day at center, completing 20 of 43 passes for 247 yards and
two touchdowns. Logger receiver Bryan Siu had seven catches for 97 yards, and
Adrian Smith caught five balls for 83 yards.

ONUNITY TAym

476-9869 11
KEG SPECIAL
PARTY
$55
Kos
FULL KEG
SPECIAL

The Uniwrsitv

Based on CORE survey data collected in 200i from 552 students in a
random mailing

—
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Most Puget Sound

3

BIGBLOCKERS
The women's volleyball team
continued their dominance with a weekend win over Lewis
and Clark. The team remains undefeated in the NWC.

Football falls to 0-5

Know Your
Numbers

0

Hannah Seebach photo
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War effort continues successfully! ,t
By Donald Rumsfeld
Cool and capable

IN OTHER NEWS

Hello there, citizens *of
these United States. Your
government is happy to report that our military campaigns to erase terrorism forever are moving along without a hitch.
Our carefully calculated
targets have all turned out to be deep, dark caves
filled to the brim with weapons and terrorists, and
we have hit them all with the kind of accuracy
you expect from the U.S. military.
Further, with these dens of evil destroyed, the
people of Afghanistan are free to enjoy their nowplentiful food and medical care and live in their
undisturbed cities and dwelling units, eternally
grateful to the United States of Freedom.
Most successful has been the ousting of the
Taliban. Their grip on the nation should expire at
about 4 p.m. on Tuesday, allowing the enlightened Northern rebels to assume their rightful
power and finally restore peace, all thanks to the
U.S. military.
In all, the war should end sometime next week,
when everything will be happy again, no white
powder will be found and all the people who died
will come back to be mommies, daddies and employees.

Nation paralyzed by
fear of attacks with
deadly, microscopic
biological weapons
Pictured here are some
of the fleeing Afghan
citizens who will live the
rest of their lives in
gratitude to the United
States, assuring worldwide peace and harmony
and no more terrorism in
coming years.

I am the Ultimate Grandmaster World
By Lew Roberts IV

It has been decided. A
gauntlet was thrown down,
and the fate of the videogaming universe hung in the
balance, but when the mayhem was over and the dust
had settled, there was no
question left in anyone's mind. Only one man can be
the Ultimate Grandmaster World Champion of Super
Smash Bros. That man is me. You may henceforth
refer to me as God. Or Steve.
It all started innocently enough, as a group of friends
and I were partaking in the multiplayer goodness of
such Nintendo 64 classics as Mario Kart 64, Goldeneye 007, and the oft-overlooked and under-appreciated Mario Party 2. Laughter rung throughout the
Itels, birds chirped outside and all seemed right with

the world.
But suddenly the sky blackened lightning
crackled and the distant rumble of thunder echoed through the room as my friend Jeff produced
a copy of Super Smash Bros. from his pocket
and declared himself unbeatable as Pikachu.
Well, my friends and loyal readers, you can
only imagine the epic battle that ensued. The
gauntlet having been thrown down, I had no alternative but to defend my video-gaming honor.
Rest assured, I am not one to take such matters
lightly.
Oh sure, we jest with each other about the merits of Xenia versus Treveleyan in Goldeneye,
the handling of Toad versus the raw speed of
Donkey Kong in Mario Kart, but when my skill
is called into question, backing down would be
like Piccard backing down from the treacherous evil that is the Borg.

I could relate the subsequent events to you
in microscopic detail, but being constrained
by the space on this page, I will merely summarize. I brought my "A" game to the table
like only an Ultimate Grandmaster World
Champion could. Punishing blows and devastating throws manifested themselves in polygonal glory and high-resolution detail on
the Sony Wega television. Fingers pounded
colored-plastic buttons in a frenzy of handeye coordination, and the deepest calculations of video-game strategy flew through
my mind.I was in what is known as "the
zone." In a few short moments, my foe was
vanquished and I stood, controller in hand
while pumping a clenched fist, savoring the
sweet, sweet nectar of victory. My skills as
Captain Falcon will haunt Jeff Bergheimer
for the rest of his life.

The Combat Zone is intended as a UMW 1111111 and, as such, has been physically set apart from the rest of the paper. The views and opinions expressed by
the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound.
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